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SPLASH OUT!
The backsplash may protect your kitchen walls
from unsightly splatters, but it also adds a big hit of style.
Choose the best material for your lifestyle, and then
explore a rich world of pattern and colour. By Alison O’Neill

PROS & CONDOS
Flex your crafting muscles, switch
up your backsplash or hide away
unsightly wires—our experts have the
tips and tricks to make your design
dreams come true.

DESIGNER
DIY
PROJECT

Fair warning: “You’re going to
need some serious patience for
this project,” laughs Fox Design
Studio’s Ben Leavitt, who
painted this geometric gradient of
greys on the wall of a client’s new
nursery. But if you take the time to
reproduce his bold pattern, you’ll
be rewarded with a one-of-a-kind
feature wall that’s a perfect fit and
scale for your space.
To get the look at home, first
test the sample colours together on the wall to make sure they
work together. Then, draw out
the grid pattern with a pencil
and ruler before taping with FrogTape. (Designer tip: smooth out
the tape with a plastic scraper or
credit card so the painted edges
are completely crisp.)
Once the prep work is
done, it’s time to get painting.
“We work from the centre of the
wall and work outward to avoid
an overly repetitious pattern,”
explains Leavitt. The lightest part
of the pattern here is the centre,
which is exactly eye level and
keeps the space from feeling too
dark. “It gives the room a feeling
of grandness.”
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GLASS
Pros: Easy to clean; natural
sheen adds light to a room.
Cons: Shows water spots
and stains easily if not sealed
properly; frequent cleaning
is necessary.

STAINLESS STEEL
Pros: Easy to maintain and clean.
Cons: Acidic cleaning products
can discolour surface if allowed to
dry; prone to scratches; shows
fingerprints easily.

CERAMIC
Pros: Wide variety of
styles available; if glazed,
tiles are non-porous and
stain-resistant.
Cons: Large amount of
joints ; grout can discolour.

GRANITE
Pros: High durability
and heat resistance; very
attractive natural stone;
easy to clean.
Cons: Natural pattern
makes it difficult to extend
granite; high cost.

SOAPSTONE
Pros: Neutral colouring is
versatile; resistant to acid staining.
Cons: Scratches easily; must be
darkened by regular application
of mineral oil.

MARBLE
Pros: Luxurious, bright
material; easily wiped clean.
Cons: Should not be
installed near heat sources;
porous material, so must be
sealed regularly.

ENGINEERED STONE
Pros: Non-porous;
heat-resistant; extremely
durable; easy to clean.
Cons: High cost; pattern
is unnatural; requires
expert installation.

TRACEY AY TON

MONOCHROME
GRADIENT WALL

LIMESTONE
Pros: Neutral palette complements
many design schemes; durable.
Cons: Tiles must be sealed with
a penetrating sealer to protect
from stains.

HOT TIP

Bright Lighting
Designer Negar Reihani, founder of Space Harmony,
sources her bold lighting from Lightform. lightform.ca

I always encourage my clients to
leave room in their budget for
one ‘wow’ light fixture, as it can
really elevate the design.

Q+A

SLATE
Pros: Durable and heat-resistant;
minimal maintenance; less
expensive than other natural stones.
Cons: Few colours available;
uneven surface can collect dirt.

What should I be replacing in an
older condo to increase its value?

You can get the best return on your investment by updating your kitchen, bathrooms and flooring, realtor Shawn
Anderson says. If you’re on a tight budget, stick to paint
and updating your flooring. “Look at new developments
and pre-sales for decor inspiration and trending styles,”
Anderson suggests. Real estate agent Charlie Kiers concurs: “New, neutral-coloured flooring and a lighter paint
are also good options,” he says. “Baseboard and crown
moulding can make a big difference as well.”—Alec Regino
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